VISHNU E-BIKE CHAMPIONSHIP

BHIMAVARAM

CREATIVE CRANKERS
TEAM FORMATION

Creative Crankers is an elite team consisting of inspired and highly determined students who are pursuing their dream of becoming engineers under the discipline of mechanical engineering at the prestigious Velammal Institute of Technology. The team members came together with the prime objective of exploring the mechanical field practically and gain invaluable knowledge. Having obtained the support of the Dept. of Mechanical Engineering of Velammal and also the spirit raising determination from the team members, had registered for the Vishnu E-bike championship which allows us to compete with 54 teams of various colleges from all over the nation.

COURSE OF COMPETITION

Even though we started with the delay of vehicle due to transportation difficulties and some electrical difficulties we cleared our Technical inspection in our second attempt and followed by that within the third day we cleared our rain test, Brake test, acceleration test, Autocross and finally the Endurance Race.

FINAL RESULTS

We won championship in Light weight vehicle Category

Secured 7th position in national level leading 54 teams

Secured Excellence in Design Inspection

THIS IS OUR INITIATION AND WE ARE READY FOR OUR NEXT CHALLENGE. HOPING TO WIN THE SUCESSIVE COMPETITIONS